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   Result Update 

Management Commentary & Guidance 

 

IA SEBI Registration no.:  
 

SEBI Registration Number BSE Cash: INB 011372738 | F&O: INF 011372738     NSE Cash: INB 231372732 | F&O: INF 231372732 
SEBI Registration Number CDSL DP: IN-DP-CDSL-580-2010      NSE CD: INE231372732 

Management is of the view that demonetization is likely to result in: 

 Increase in deposits 

 Higher financing in segments like two-wheeler which are largely financed by cash. 

 Better opportunity in distribution products like MF/Insurance etc. 

Guidance: 

 Management expects NIMs to remain stable going forward 

 Branch expansion to continue (added 40 in Q3) with a target of 1200 branches in FY17 

 Credit cost to be below 60 bps in FY17 

 Strong Advances growth, higher core fee income along with stable NIMs has resulted in NII and PAT 

growth of 35% YoY(8% QoQ) and 29% YoY(7% QoQ) respectively. 

 Despite demonetization, Bank was able to grow advances y 25% YoY and 4% QoQ across Corporate 

and Consumer segments. 

 Deposits grew by 38% YoY and 6% QoQ driven by CASA growth of 46% YoY and 8% QoQ. SA 

witnessed strong traction backed by demonetization and has grown by 56% YoY. CASA stood at 37% 

which should normalize going forward. 

 Asset quality remained stable with GNPA and NNPA at 0.94% and 0.39% against 0.90% and 0.37% 

respectively in Sept. Qtr. 

Quarterly Result 

and Concall Update- 

December Quarter 

(Q3FY17) 

Our View 

Demonetization had more or less no impact on the Bank as disbursement in vehicle segment remained stable and 

non vehicle portfolio too has shown decent growth. Given the stable asset quality and superior ROA, ROE & 

capital adequacy, visibility of stable NIM, increase in deposits and CASA ratio due to demonetization and 

sustainable above industry growth of the Bank, we expect better set of numbers in the coming quarters too. 


